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FOR SALE

Alaia 1 Bedroom 1.5 Bath 
Price:  USD 399,999

Location:  Belize District

Bedrooms:  1

MLS Number: 1316Alaia4/19DD

Built up size:  1,570.00 Sq Ft

This stunning 1-bedroom, 1.5-bathroom suite in Ambergris Caye
within the Alaia Marriott Autograph Resort community offers a
luxurious experience in the heart of Belize. Unit 1316 is located on
the ground floor of building The 1570 sq ft space has high-end
furnishings, designer fixtures, and woven fibers, creating an
ambiance of refined luxury. The open-concept living area
seamlessly connects the living, dining, and kitchen spaces, making it
perfect for both relaxation and entertaining.The gourmet kitchen is
a chef's delight, featuring stainless steel appliances, ample storage,
and a picturesque backdrop of the beautiful surroundings. The
master retreat offers a tranquil escape with a generous king-size
bed, ample closet space, and an exterior laundry/bodega closet for
convenience.Pamper yourself in the spa-like bathrooms with
modern fixtures and a separate shower, or make use of the
additional guest bathroom. Exclusive access to Alaia’s swimming
pools, dining options, groomed beaches, and tropical gardens
ensures a resort-like experience.This condo offers easy access to
dining, shopping, and entertainment options. Owners and guests
can also enjoy the boutique spa, high-end restaurants, bars, and
multiple pools, including a stunning rooftop pool with 360-degree
views. Additionally, a PADI PRO DIVE SCUBA center is available on-
site for water enthusiasts.Indulge in the ultimate luxury experience
at Alaia Resort, where every detail is designed to exceed your
expectations. As part of this esteemed resort, you'll have exclusive
access to an array of world-class amenities, including:�� Six exquisite
restaurants offering a culinary journey through international
flavors.�� Four sophisticated bars serving handcrafted cocktails and
premium beverages.��♂️ A rejuvenating full-service spa, where
relaxation and pampering reach new heights.�� An on-site dive shop,
perfect for exploring the vibrant underwater world of Belize.��♂️ Three
stunning pools, including Belize’s first suspended rooftop pool, for
unparalleled views and relaxation.�� A rooftop lounge boasting 360-
degree panoramas, creating unforgettable memories against the
backdrop of paradise.�� Membership to our exclusive Wine Club,
where connoisseurs and enthusiasts unite over exceptional
vintages.�� A curated boutique offering handpicked treasures and
souvenirs to commemorate your stay.�� Convenient on-site golf cart
rentals, ensuring easy exploration of our expansive grounds and the
surrounding beauty of Belize.
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